MY BEAUTY LIFE

Curious about the beauty routine of a true fashion force?
Julia Hobbs, creative content editor at Conde Nast
International, shares her must-have products and
the relaxing rituals she relies on...
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Comfort meets care
on !Julia� packed
bathroom shelf

THE WIND DOWN

Spa selfie:
Julia works
top-to-toe
towelling for
a pampering
beauty
moment

I probably start winding
down at about 9pm on
Sundays. I wish it was
slightly earlier, but I am
naturally quite a night owl.
Sundays are when I do most
of my weekly exercise, so it takes me a while
to be still. Beauty is important every day and
night of the week, but it's only at the weekend
that I have the time to tackle overarching beauty
issues (pigmentation, open pores etc) and set
about eliminating them. I'm quite ruthless. My
dream Sunday evening would be spent having a
facial with Debbie Thomas, and then collapsing
into a bed covered in silk pillows. I light candles
sometimes but my boyfriend is always worrying
that I will forget to extinguish them, which
dampens the relaxation somewhat. I'll be moving

SPACENKCOM

swiftly between my bathroom and bedroom
(and back again, and again) wearing a pair of
towelling slippers, and I'll tune in to David
Rodigan's radio show. I make lots of iPhone lists,
which feature anything from what I need to
pack for a work trip, to people I want to cast in a
shoot or a reminder to pick up my dry cleaning.
Generally I feel exhausted on a Sunday night but
I delay going to bed until the very last minute.

THE ROUTINE

My skin is erratic. Sometimes oily, sometimes
dry, sometimes susceptible to redness. Usually
all of the above at the same time. I'm always
on the hunt for the perfect cleanser. I like a
classic deep clean that doesn't leave my skin
feeling parched. May Lindstrom The Honey
Mud (£80) is one of my favourite formulas
(especially when I'm travelling as it doubles as >
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